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Resident Evil: Extinction
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World War Z

圖片來源: 派拉蒙影業
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電影《致命的吸引力》幽了臺灣製造業一默
圖片來源: 派拉蒙影業
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電影《末日之戰》中出現的以色列高牆
圖片來源: 派拉蒙影業
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《特洛伊: 木馬屠城》
圖片來源: 華納兄弟影業
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Contagion

圖片來源: 華納兄弟影業
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電影《全境擴散》中裘德洛所飾演的陰謀論者一角，彰顯出人性在災難中的險惡
圖片來源: 派拉蒙影業
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電影《全境擴散》實景呈現出香港庶民的生活樣貌
圖片來源:IMDB/派拉蒙影業
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「一隻倒楣的蝙蝠遇上一隻倒楣的豬，事情就這樣發生了。」
圖片來源:派拉蒙影業
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幕後花絮

圖片來源: 福斯影業

圖片來源: 派拉蒙影業

圖片來源: 華納兄弟影業
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POP in PANDEMIC
Exploring Surprise Releases in the Time of Corona
撰稿/ 謝秉曄
From White Denim to Taylor Swift, the pandemic’s wasteland fertilizes some of the
greatest musical outputs in recent time.

Photo by Yvette De Wit on Splash

Picture it. December 31st 2019. You’re a music nerd, and you couldn’t be more excited
about leaving such dead end of a decade behind, with sufferings and pessimism seemingly
ceaseless all over the world. All you ever wanted was to start over, and at least there would
be some things to look forward to in the following year: rumor had it that Lady Gaga
would release a new project that returns to her dance-pop roots; the 1975 just teased their
highly-anticipated Notes on a Conditional Form with two acclaimed singles, and so many
acts, from Billie Eilish to Bob Dylan, have announced future legs of their tours. Indie geeks
cannot wait to cry their hearts out in Thom Yorke’s gigs, and Swifties are wailing for
further notice of the mysterious Lover Fest. What’s more, Sir Paul McCartney will open
for the upcoming Glastonbury Festival! Looked like everything would turn out perfectly
fine……until things soon went awry when 2020 dropped the bombshell on the entire globe
with a little help from an infamous friend named coronavirus.
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Postponed releases, cancelled festivals, and scrapped performances—the music
industry in 2020 has been embattled by a series of disappointments since the pandemic
struck the world. However, the worst of times makes the best of surprises. Unexpected
musical contents have been continuously announced, lightening up our tiny grey hearts.
Despite the incapability of attending live concerts, we were digitally served several athome events and livestream performances in the name of bringing musical comfort to
everyone. Bands like Pink Floyd and Radiohead were kind enough to upload archival
performance rarities on livestream platforms. Also, the pandemic enlightened some artists
and brought us several interesting releases. American singer-songwriter Alec Benjamin
delightfully advocates social distancing guidelines in his latest single “Six Feet Apart.”
“Stuck with You,” a charity collaboration of Ariana Grande and Justin Bieber reached
Number 1 on Billboard 100 Chart. Also inspired by recent protests after the tragic killing
of George Floyd, Maroon 5 output “Nobody’s Love,” encouraging public awareness of
mutual kindness. Pop music during the pandemic has been a parade of self-love and
attempted social influence.

Photo by Priscilla Du Prez on Splash

Most surprisingly, some of the best records of this year were made and released after
the pandemic had already hit. Ranging from pop to rap and alternative rock, these albums
not only illustrate specific situations within the international crisis, but also allow us a
glimpse into the artists’ delicate mindset at the time. For the rest of the article, we’ll look
at four attention-grasping musical projects that have redefined the music industry of 2020,
transforming the negative effect of the COVID-19 pandemic through the sheer force of
creativity. Tired of being haunted by your inner demons during these desperate days?
Pour yourself a glass of wine and pick one of these albums. Press play, and the earworms
will ensue.
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Charli XCX
How I’m Feeling Now

Credit by Atlantic Records

Eight months after the release of her third studio album Charli, English singersongwriter Charli XCX released her latest project How I’m Feeling Now, an electropop
album covered with stamps of her signature 90s pop synths and hard beats. A slight
departure from the neater, cleaner electropop sound of the self-titled project, How I’m
Feeling Now, commented by Charli herself as “Pop 2's frantic emo younger sister,” marks
as a raw and loud record in its very essence, and her voice is somewhat tenser than the
recent version of her pop persona, while closer to the experimental mixtapes released
during her earlier career.
No doubt, this record could only have been made during a world-spiraling pandemic,
otherwise it would have been unlikely for Charli to fully imitate the sound or pull a copyand-paste musical palette for her future discography, for How I’m Feeling Now serves a
wild freshness, which is DIY-esque to a certain extent and can only arise from extreme
situations in the context of worldwide isolation. Quarantined in LA, the pop star has
worked with producers through several public Zoom calls and Instagram Lives, in which
her fans could participate via their suggestions for the project. The entire album-making
session, which spanned merely six weeks, was recorded and later uploaded to her YouTube
Channel, making the project seemingly more revealing and emotionally open than ever.
So how on earth is Charli feeling right now? Well, she claims that “I'm online and
I'm feeling so glamorous/ Watch me shine for the boys and the cameras,” but undoubtedly
there’s more than that. How I’m Feeling Now is filled with heart-melting love songs
dedicated to her current relationship. Sweet in an unapologetic sense, “7 Years” shows
Charli recollecting her discovered security in her partner. The track, beginning with an
autotuned harmony, captures the comfort of a stable relationship through its midtempo
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melody. And her sincere remark “So I made my house a home with you/ I'm right here
and it feels brand new” perfectly reverses the gloom of a forced quarantine and paints the
misery rosy pink.
But it is impossible not to feel downward at a certain point during an international
crisis. “Detonate,” despite its dreamy synthetized beats in the background, opens with the
saddening lines “Close myself off in new ways/ Building walls in my sleep, I can't turn
back.” Inspired by a moment of sudden frustration, “Detonate” slides in for the brief
second on the edge of emotional breakdown in the middle of an upbeat dance party. As
Charli questions in the post-chorus, “I don't trust myself alone/ Why should you love me?”
The pandemic delivers its biggest tragedies through our battles with our own selves, and
this is where the record eventually finds its own identity as the musical output initiates a
self-healing journey. The following track, “Enemy,” a ballad with some hint of 80s synthpop, even features a raw voice recording of Charli’s therapy session, blending the
desperation for inner peace smoothly into her release of musical creativity.
“Sometimes I feel OK/Some days I’m so frightened,” Charli chants in the track
“Anthems.” How I’m Feeling Now now strikes a balance between the carefree optimism
and residual bitterness of a pop star’s life during the pandemic. Covered with the
producers’ flexible use of electronic sound effects, the record makes a perfect soundtrack
to your quarantine prom at home, and with Charli’s newly-found sincerity in her lyrics,
which stays true to the moment, the album will definitely become a time capsule that takes
people back to the upside-down year of 2020. Charli‘s new project does not reinvent her
persona, but rather enables a return to her self. Everything on the album feels naturally
cohesive instead of thriving for major experimentations. However, in a year so surrealistic
and almost- apocalyptic, it has been fortunate enough to find a piece of art that stays
earnest and heartful.
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Little Simz
Drop 6

Credit by ACE 101 Music

With experimental instrumental production, honest and youthful lyricism, as well as
energetic flow of beats, English rapper and actress Simbiatu ‘Simbi’ Ajikawo successfully
reached stardom under her alias Little Simz. Following the universally well-received
GREY Area, her third full-length studio album, released last March, continues Simz’s
steady pace on the way to her next great musical achievement. Rather than adjusting to
her title as the rising goddess of rap and contemporary hip-hop, during the London
lockdown earlier this year, Ajikawo incarnates her younger self in her latest extended play
Drop 6.
Spanning from 2014 to 2015, the Drop series marked Ajikawo’s industrial comingout to the realm of English rap. Since then her lively and curious image, her diverse
approaches to sound-crafting, as well as multiple collaborations with big-name producers,
are front and center in these mixtapes. Production-wise, the sixth installment of the series
inherits the youth power that flows through the veins of the previous five records.
However, this time, the passionate, wild-like spirit that runs In Ajikawo’s blood seems
dimmed down with a tingle of isolation.
It could be a coincidence that the EP opens with a track mainly backed by siren
instrumentals, but the songs on Drop 6, at least lyrically, do come off as insecure and
cautious, when compared to the carefree impromptu of their predecessors. There are still
moments of self-empowerment and careless confidence throughout the record, but they
feel much more confined to other contexts covered in the tracks. From insecurity about a
love interest (“Everything you own that's in your name, it's all at stake”) to struggles in
faith (“What do I believe? I tried the mosque and I tried the church (Church)/ Now I'm
just spiritual, I had to think about what I was living for”), Drop 6 sparks anxiety while
attempting to bury it under baselines. The most profound example awaits in the
pandemic-inspired track “You Should Call Mum,” where Ajikawo sings about her
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attempts to seek inner peace amidst external havoc. “If this 2020, there ain't no hindsight/
If you see death is the next chapter, can you die twice?” The London rapper spits out the
cruelest reflections on the global crisis and humanity’s fate to shimmering electronic beats
in the chorus.
And it turns out that the production of Drop
6 did have the artist’s self-doubt get in the way.
“I've cried a lot over the past month. Feeling over
and underwhelmed somehow,” Ajikawo recounts
in the prologue to this mixtape: “Feeling like I
don’t have anything valuable to offer because the
state of the world is so fucked.” Running a little
below 12 minutes, the EP creates an isolated,
miniature space where the artist can be seen
helpless and jaded, torn between distress and selfreliance. There still lies the daring personality that
spans multiple projects spiritually, while the
temporal insecurity haunts the scene. Drop 6
neither aspires to become another critical
darling like GREY Area, nor truly captures the

Credit by Little Simz Official Facebook Account

carefree spirit of the first five Drops, but it still serves an interesting installment in the
discography of Little Simz. The psychological tension beneath the basslines and sound
effects differentiates it from the earlier works, and the record successfully punctuates a
time in the rapper’s life where she misses the tracks of stability, yet once again restores
her energetic aesthetic.
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White Denim
World as a
Waiting Room

Credit by Radio Milk Records

Thanks to the pandemic, many plans have been cancelled, but some people still manage
to create new projects to fill in the blank, especially when they’re quite talented in music.
Austin-based indie band White Denim originally planned to spend the entire spring playing
in festivals and touring their new albums, but unfortunately, the COVID-19 pandemic put the
entire music industry on hiatus. Following the last-minute cancellation of their booked
performances, the band announced a project consists in putting out a record in 30 days, which
means all the songwriting, recording, mixing, and mastering would have to be completed in
just one month.
However, this is 2020. Anything could happen. Several surprises, both good and bad,
occurred during the recording process. The succeeding lockdown and quarantine limited the
band’s freedom to work at studios, therefore they had to record the entire album remotely.
Interestingly, this eventually led to a welcomed return of the former White Denim member
Joshua Block, who plays percussion and offers necessary assistance on three tracks of the new
album. At last, on April 17th, the band’s tenth studio album World as a Waiting Room was
released as promised. With their groovy musicality and smooth blending of distinctive musical
elements, the record, as usual, features tightly crafted rock tunes that possess a poppy
cheeriness, and it turns out addictingly bouncy and light-hearted.
Lively and joyous, the album barely hints at any shades of the pandemic. The gleeful
power-pop influence in its sound suggests that, while the world feels just as depressing as being
stuck in a waiting room, we don’t have to miss chances to rock our spirits up. The opening
track, “I Don’t Understand Rock & Roll,” launches the record’s thorough energetic
atmosphere with the repetition of two-chord riffs, and a new wave-y instrumental solo even
creeps in during the bridge, leaving our toes lifted and bodies dancing to the tune. The
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following tracks, “Matter of Matter” and “Work,” turn toward a more punk direction, yet the
amusing spirit remains. The lyricism, in the context of being quarantined, mainly illustrates
the pandemic’s effects on daily life from a rather quirky and sarcastic perspective. The most
remarkable case can be perceived in “Work,” as main vocalist James Petralli declares with
his deeper, airier singing voice: “I just wanna work, work, work, work, work/ Until I'm not
working,” subverting the reality and waxing nostalgic for a sense of normalcy.
“Queen of the Quarantine,” slowing down the pace in the middle of the tracklist, not only
directly references the daily scenes of a quarantine but also tells a wacky love story of the
pandemic: “She's a vision in face mask and gloves/She's the one whom I love by quite far.”
Petralli softly sings out the narrator’s affectional confessions for a sanity inspector who guards
the borderline of a city in lockdown. The lyrics alter the existing images relevant to the
pandemic, including the distance, panic, and epidemic prevention requirements, and fit them
into a romantic narrative. “This panic's a perfect excuse”— the narrator speaks of the
irresistibility to approach his crush closely, “While the virus is loose, we're just makin'/ The
most of our time, do you see what I mean?” The compulsory distancing in the time of the
coronavirus ironically causes a tenser desire for legitimate connections despite the restrictions.
Melancholic and bittersweet, the song’s fictional romance highlights the helpless state of
pandemic.
World as a Waiting Room proves that not every quarantine album needs to pull your guts
out. The cheerful indie rock composition lights up the prevailing somberness, and the quirky
imagination mingles fluidly with realistic references. Surely, being stranded in a waiting room
for ages is absolutely the worst, but with some lighthearted indie tracks, one may be able to
overcome boredom and despair, one track at a time.
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Taylor Swift
Folklore

Credit by Universal Music Group

“I’m doing good/ I’m on some new shit.” It’s always nice to hear from someone we
know during the quarantine, especially from a worldwide pop sensation who has
remained private and silent since the beginning of the year. Announced merely with a 16hour notice on her Instagram account before the official release date, Swift’s eighth studio
album, Folklore, immediately earns a soft spot in our hearts. An album that highlights her
excellence in storytelling and lyrical simplicity to a maximum, Folklore proves that the
old Taylor has never been dead. She couldn’t come to the phone simply because she’s got
a black-and-white vintage phone set that requires some time to get installed.
However, Folklore does not simply win its acclaim via the surprise factor. Swift,
known for being a genius at self-reinvention and a songwriter with everchanging images,
channeled her inner indie fairy in the autumn woods this time, and sent 16 comfortingly
beautiful songs about reminiscence, sorrow, loss, and love to the entire world as her
blessings for the unfortunate year. Collaborating with Aaron Dessner, who rose to fame
with alt-rock band The National, sensational indie act Bon Iver, and Taylor’s long-time
music family friend Jack Antonoff, Swift crafted a sound that has never been heard before
in her discography. Folklore, melancholy and calm, remains consistent in its alternative/
chamber pop-influenced production, with a bit of country roots tangled in certain tracks.
The lyricism is overall neat yet emotionally resonant through the precise and poetic
language, departing from the joyous, celebrative energy of her previous project Lover.
But Folklore truly shines in terms of its showcase of Swift’s artistic evolution. 13 years
since her career debut, fans and critics have pleasantly dwelled into egg-hunting game of
Swift’s lyrics, as they, while generally obscure, are revealing and honest with private life
details, just like journal entries. In the case of Folklore, such aesthetic has transformed
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and matured. “In isolation my imagination has run wild,” claims Swift in her
announcement post, “picking up a pen was my way of escaping into fantasy, history, and
memory.” The album gradually shifts its focus from Swift’s personal life to made-up
stories about universal conditions, but the songwriter does it so naturally that these songs
still sound intimate and relatable despite the irrelevance to herself. “Cardigan,” “August,”
and “Betty,” the three tracks referred by Swift as a trilogy of “The Teenage Love Triangle,”
tell a multi-perspectival love story about a young romance soured by a sensual summer
fling. The pictures are painted vividly, and the emotions cut to the bone. From the cheating
boy’s regret, the third girl’s desperation and awareness of destined loss, to the betrayed
heroine’s reminiscence years after the relationship, the trilogy connects various timelines
and intertextual references, reaching new climax of emotional complexity, and eventually
illustrates the cruelty and sweetness of growth.
Admittedly, there are still references to
Swift herself, but this time, they’re much
more profound and self-conscious. “The
Last Great American Dynasty,” a definite
highlight of the entire record, chronicles the
tumultuous life of the infamous American
socialite Rebekah Harkness, who previously
owned Swift’s Rhode Island property. In
merely

four

minutes,

Swift

covers

everything about Harkness: her marriage,
her widowhood, neighbor feuds, “bitch pack”
friends, ballet, moments of tranquility, and
of course, her house. Just as Swift concludes
the bridge with “then it was bought by me,”
Credit by Taylor Swift Official Website

everything comes full circle, and the
parallels

between

both

women

are

foregrounded. Swift once again creates a female character that mirrors her lyrical self—
a careless, unapologetic yet misunderstood woman who fights her own dragon with her
own sword. Ultimately, the single-line outro “I had a marvelous time ruining everything”
perfectly connects both their legacies, and leaves a multi-layered proclaim that both
sympathizes misconceived women and celebrates female self-empowerment.
It is inevitable to hear Swift singing about the current crisis, considering Folklore is
a quarantine project. We therefore get to see her briefly touching on the current
pandemic in her heart-wrenching “Epiphany,” in which she bridges her grandfather’s
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experience in the Battle of Guadalcanal to medical battles in the midst of COVID-19
pandemic. “With you I serve, with you I fall down, down/ Watch you breathe in, watch
you breathing out, out.” While the chorus and the connected images are cliché at best,
with the holy orchestrated composition and her breathy, hymning voice, “Epiphany” still
fulfills its role as a soothing and comforting embrace that people need in the worst of times.

Credit by Taylor Swift Official Website

Folklore is not a project in which Swift steps forward, but one that shows how true
she stays to the aesthetic self, freewheeling in her comfort zone. However, with the
stripped-down production and sharpened songwriting, people finally get a chance to see
the artist in Swift, not just a pop act. Refreshing the public perception, this will be a record
not defined by the pandemic, but defines the year 2020 itself. Folklore is meant for
continuous revisiting and eternal legacy, just like what she sings in the haunting track
“Seven”: “Passed down like folk songs/ The love lasts so long.” ●
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疫情時代的宅經濟

當代購物體驗製造機 展覽觀後感
撰稿/ 吳宛庭

圖片 1. (來源:松山文創園區)

圖片 2.

圖片 3.
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圖片 9.

圖片 10.

圖片 11.

展演訊息

參考文獻來源

當代購物體驗製造機 :BEHIND THE BARCODE

經濟處統計處

時間:2020/7/21(二)~2020/10/25(日)

松山文創園區官網

開放時間:每週二至週日 09:30~17:30
地點:松山文創園區-台灣設計館 03 展區
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以上照片皆由 Jerry 洪立楷提供
Instagram: @jerrythepopper
個人網站：https://www.jerrythepopper.com/market
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